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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this project was to provide hydrogeologic information on the
Floridan Aquifer System (FAS) in the Western Hillsboro Basin, WS-8. This area has been
identified as the site for a pilot aquifer storage and recovery system in both the Central
and Southern Florida Project Comprehensive Review Study (USACE and SFWMD, 1999)

and the Lower East Coast Regional Water Supply Plan (SFWMD, 2000). Hydrogeologic
data obtained will also support future groundwater modeling efforts of the FAS, for which

current data are limited. In particular, water level information from the upper portion of
the lower FAS was found insufficient while attempting to calibrate past FAS models.

Therefore, South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Contract C-9761 for
$999,915 was executed in November 1998 to install two wells at the site, consisting of a

tri-zone FAS monitor well and a dual-zone test-production well. These wells were to
provide data to evaluate the subsurface at the site for water supply development and ASR
potential.

This report primarily describes the drilling, construction, and testing of the 24-inch

diameter Class V exploratory well identified as EXW-1 at the Western Hillsboro site. This
report presents data obtained during drilling and testing operations and summarizes

analyses conducted. Well EXW-1 is the designation assigned by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) under Permit Number UC-153872-001. The

exploratory well (EXW-1) was constructed on a SFWMD-owned right-of-way proximal
to the SFWMD's S-39 water control structure on the Hillsboro Canal in the southwestern
quarter of Section 19, Township 47 South, Range 41 East.

The scope of the investigation consisted of constructing and testing a FDEP

permitted exploratory well. The exploratory well (EXW-1) was drilled to a total depth of
1,225 feet below pad level (bpl). It was completed into a single distinct hydrogeologic

zone within the upper Floridan aquifer between 1,015 and 1,225 feet bpl.

The main findings of the exploratory drilling and testing program at this site are as
follows:

- Lithologic information and geophysical logs obtained from
EXW-1 indicate that soft nonindurated detritial clays, silts, and

poorly indurated mudstones of the Hawthorn Group predominate
from 205 to 985 feet bpl. These low permeable sediments act as

confining units separating the FAS from the Surficial Aquifer
System.

- The top of the FAS was identified at a depth of approximately
985 feet bpl, as defined by the Southeastern Geological Society

Ad Hoc Committee on Florida Hydrostratigraphic Unit

Definition (1986).

- Lithologic and geophysical logs, packer test results, and specific
capacity results indicate moderate to good production capacity of

the upper Floridan aquifer from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl.
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- A productive horizon in the upper Floridan aquifer from 1,015 to
1,225 feet bpl yielded a transmissivity value of 60,620 gallons
per day per foot, and a dimensionless storage coefficient of 9.8 x
10-5 based on a leaky aquifer model.

- Composite water quality sampling of EXW-1 indicates that
chloride and total dissolved solids exceed potable drinking water

standards, with chloride and total dissolved solid concentrations
of 1,812 and 4,064 milligrams per liter, respectively.

- The fluid-type logs (e.g., flow, temperature) indicate good
production from flow zones between 1,050 and 1,170 feet bpl

and 1,190 to 1,210 feet bpl. Below 1,210 feet bpl, the productive
capacity is limited suggesting lower permeable semiconfining

units near the base of the proposed storage horizon.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

The purpose of this project was to provide hydrogeologic information on the
Floridan Aquifer System (FAS) in the Western Hillsboro Basin. This area has been

identified as the site for a pilot aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) system in both the
Central and Southern Florida Project Comprehensive Review Study (Restudy) (USACE

and SFWMD, 1999) and the Lower East Coast Regional Water Supply Plan (SFWMD,
2000). Hydrogeologic data obtained will also support future groundwater modeling efforts
of the FAS for which current data are limited. In particular, water level information from
the upper portion of the lower FAS was found insufficient while attempting to calibrate
past FAS models. Therefore, South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)

Contract C-9761 in the amount of $999,915 was executed in November 1998 to install two
wells at the site, consisting of a tri-zone FAS monitor well and a dual-zone, test production

well. These wells were to provide data to evaluate the subsurface at the site for water
supply development and ASR potential.

The drilling contractor, Diversified Drilling Corporation of Tampa, Florida,
mobilized to the site in November 1998. Three distinct zones of higher permeability
within the FAS were identified during the drilling and testing of a research oriented test
pilot hole. A tri-zone monitor well was then constructed using various diameter concentric

casings cemented in place, resulting in the FAS monitor intervals indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. FAS Monitor Intervals

Depth Interval
Zone Identifier (feet bpla) Hydrogeologic Units

PBF-10R 1,015 - 1,225 Upper Floridan Aquifer

PBF-11 1,515 - 1,670 Middle Floridan Confining Unit

PBF-12 2,135 - 2,260 Lower Floridan Aquifer

a. bpl = below pad level

However, the results of drilling the tri-zone FAS monitor well (at a cost of

approximately $650,000) indicated that the middle zone of the FAS did not yield as much
water as anticipated. Therefore, the proposed dual-zone production well was redesigned as
a single-zone exploratory well conforming to Florida Department of Environmental
Protection's (FDEP) Class V injection well standards.

Scope

This report primarily describes the drilling, construction, and testing of the 24-inch
diameter Class V exploratory well identified as EXW-1 at the Western Hillsboro site.
Also, the data obtained during drilling and testing operations and analyses conducted on

the data are presented in this report.

1
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Project Description

The Western Hillsboro site is located approximate 15 miles west of the Atlantic
Ocean and approximately 7 miles west of the western boundary of the city of Boca Raton
in unincorporated Palm Beach County, Florida. The exploratory well, EXW-1, was
constructed on a SFWMD-owned right-of-way proximal to the SFWMD's S-39 water
control structure on the Hillsboro Canal in the southwestern quarter of Section 19,
Township 47 South, Range 41 East (Figure 1).

2
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On December 8, 1999, the FDEP's Underground Injection Control (UIC) group
issued Permit Number UC 153872-001 to the SFWMD. This permit allowed for the
construction of one Class V, Group 8, 24-inch outside diameter exploratory well at the
Western Hillsboro site. A copy of the permit is provided in Appendix A.

Upon issuance of the UIC permit, the exploratory well was constructed to the
same depth as the monitor zone identified as PBF-10R: 1,015 to 1,225 feet below pad

level (bpl). Once completed, additional data gathering and analyses were conducted
including a specific capacity and aquifer performance test (APT) to evaluate ASR

potential and establish design considerations for a future pilot ASR facility at the site. The
remaining portion of this report will focus on the hydrogeology, well drilling,
construction, and testing of the FDEP-permitted exploratory well identified as EXW-1.

A change order to Contract C-9671 was executed on November 15, 1999, to drill
and construct the 24-inch diameter exploratory well. On December 9, 1999, Diversified

Drilling Corporation began construction of EXW-1. Drilling and testing of the exploratory

well was completed on June 16, 2000, with the exception of the APT, which was
conducted in November 2000.

EXPLORATORY DRILLING AND WELL CONSTRUCTION

Exploratory Well

Diversified Drilling Corporation began site preparation during mid-November,
1999. After minor clearing and rough grading of the site, the ground surface beneath the
drill rig and settling tanks was lined with an impermeable high-density polyethylene

(HDPE) liner, which was covered with 10-inches of granular fill to protect the liner. A
two-foot thick temporary drilling pad was then constructed using crushed limestone. An

earthen berm two-feet in height above pad level surrounded the perimeter of the rig and
settling tanks. This earthen berm was constructed to contain drilling fluids and/or

formation waters produced during well drilling, testing, and well construction activities
(Figure 2). Four pad monitor wells were installed at the corners of the temporary drilling
pad and water quality monitoring was performed on a weekly basis to ensure no releases
of brackish water occurred during construction.

Lithologic (well cuttings), packer test, and borehole geophysical log data were
used to determine the actual casing setting depths. The pilot hole was then reamed to

specified diameters for the selected casing setting depths. Three concentric steel casings
(42-, 36-, and 24-inch diameter) were used in the construction of the Floridan aquifer

exploratory well (EXW-1).

Upon issuance of UIC Permit Number UC 153872-001 (Appendix A), Diversified
Drilling Corporation initiated drilling activities for EXW-1. Drilling operations began on
December 9, 1999, by advancing a 46-inch diameter borehole to a depth of 57 feet bpl. A

caliper log was then conducted on the borehole to verify depths and to calculate cement
volumes for subsequent cement grouting operations. A nominal 42-inch diameter, steel

3
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Slope and distance as requiredfor construction
stablility

IIW For soil placed under or outside of
HDPE* film, the contractor may use
either imported fill or fill generated from
grading the required slopes provided it
contains less than five percent fines.

Approximate slope for grading with a
total depth of 0.6 feet from edge of
work area to center of work area

Figure 2. Well Pad Schematic

casing was installed in the nominal 46-inch diameter borehole. The steel casing was
American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) A53, Grade B, with a 0.375-inch wall
thickness. The annulus was grouted to land surface using 153 cubic feet (ft 3) of ASTM
Type II, Portland neat cement (15.6 pounds per gallon). A factory mill certificate for the
42-inch diameter pit casing is provided in Appendix B.

After installing the 42-inch diameter pit casing, a nominal 10-inch diameter pilot
hole was advanced from 57 to 210 feet bpl using the mud-rotary method. MV Geophysical
Inc. of Fort Myers, Florida, geophysically logged the pilot hole on December 10, 1999.
The logging suite included 4-arm caliper, natural gamma, dual induction laterolog
combination, and spontaneous potential (SP) logs. The individual log traces are presented
in Appendix C, Figure C-1.

Using well cuttings, geophysical log data, and existing site data, the base of the
Surficial Aquifer System (SAS) was identified at approximately 210 feet bpl. The pilot
hole was reamed to 210 feet bpl using a nominal 42-inch diameter staged bit reamer. The
nominal 42-inch borehole was geophysically logged (caliper) on December 11, 1999, to
verify depths and to calculate cement volumes for subsequent grouting operations
(Appendix C, Figure C-2). The 36-inch diameter steel casing (ASTM A53, Grade B, and
0.375-inch wall thickness) was installed in the nominal 42-inch diameter reamed
borehole. Once installed, the 36-inch diameter steel pipe was pressure grouted using 505
ft3 of Portland neat cement. An additional stage (10 ft ) of Type III Portland Neat cement
was placed using the tremie method, bringing cement levels to the surface. Installation of

4
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the 36-inch diameter surface casing was completed on December 13, 1999. The purpose
of the surface casing is to prevent unconsolidated surface sediments from collapsing into

the drilled hole, to isolate the SAS from brackish water contamination, and to provide drill
rig stability during continued drilling operations. A factory mill certificate for the 36-inch
diameter surface casing is provided in Appendix B.

With the surface casing installed, the pilot hole was advanced using the closed

circulation mud rotary drilling method through the unconsolidated to semi-consolidated
Pliocene-Miocene aged sediments and Eocene aged carbonates. Drilling operations

through these sediments were completed to a depth of 1,225 feet bpl on January 6, 2000,
with a minor loss of circulation from 1,200 to 1,205 feet bpl. No further drilling mud

losses were noted below 1,205 feet bpl. MV Geophysical Inc. conducted a suite of
geophysical logs within the nominal 10-inch diameter pilot hole from 210 to 1,225 feet
bpl. The logging suite consisted of the following logs: x-y caliper, natural gamma,
spontaneous potential, dual induction-laterolog combination, and borehole compensated
sonic log (Appendix C, Figure C-3). A deviation survey for the nominal 10-inch

diameter pilot hole is summarized in Appendix B.

Review of lithologic data (Appendix E) and geophysical logs from the subject
borehole and from existing site data indicates that the top of the FAS occurs at a depth of

approximately 985 feet bpl. However, the final 24-inch steel production casing was set at a
depth of 1,015 feet bpl for the following reasons:

- At this depth, the overlying clays of the Hawthorn Group and
carbonate mud stringers and fine quartz and phosphatic sands
within the Basal Hawthorn Unit were isolated.

- The quartz and phosphate silt/sand component of the limestone
unit between 985 and 1,015 feet bpl, identified by the drill
cuttings and peaks on the natural gamma log, indicate that this

interval is not productive and should be cased off to avoid
potential operational difficulties should EXW-1 be repermitted in

the future as an ASR well.

- The casing needed to be located in a competent, well-indurated
rock unit to reduce undermining by erosion at its base as a result
of natural and induced high velocity upward flow.

- At this depth, flow characteristics of the open hole interval could

be evaluated for final selection of the potential ASR horizon. The
fluid-type logs (e.g., flow, temperature) from a proximal monitor

well indicate good production from flow zones between 1,050
and 1,205 feet bpl.

Therefore, on January 10, 2000, the nominal 10-inch diameter pilot hole was
temporarily backfilled with 3/8-inch diameter crushed limestone gravel to approximately

1,000 feet bpl. The nominal 10-inch diameter pilot hole was reamed using a nominal
35-inch diameter staged bit reamer, completed to a depth of 1,015 feet bpl on January 28,
2000. The reamed borehole was conditioned and caliper logged (Appendix C, Figure
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C-4) and the 24-inch diameter production casing was installed (ASTM A53, Grade B, and
0.5-inch wall thickness). The factory mill certificate for the 24-inch diameter production

casing is provided in Appendix B. Once the casing was installed to a depth of 1,015 feet
bpl, approximately 20,000 gallons of fluid was circulated through the annular space for
one hour. The purpose of this postconditioning water flush was to displace the heavy
drilling mud that was previously required for borehole stabilization. This water flush
reduces the potential mixing of grout and drilling mud of similar densities during grouting

operations, reducing the risk of mud channels (annular voids).

Pressure grouting operations began on the morning of January 30, 2000, by
installing a 2 1/16-inch diameter tremie pipe to 971 feet bpl. A volume of 178 barrels (850

bags at 94 pounds per bag) of ASTM C-150 Type II neat cement was then pumped during
pressure grouting operations.

A temperature/gamma survey was conducted eight hours after cementing

operations ceased. These surveys were used to identify the top of the cement within the

annulus as a result of pressure grouting. A significant shift in the temperature gradient log
and corresponding deflection in the temperature differential log occurred at 850 feet bpl

(Appendix C, Figure C-5), suggesting that the top of the first stage is located at that
depth.

Shortly after completing the temperature/gamma survey, 2-inch diameter steel
tremie pipe was run into the annulus between the nominal 35-inch diameter borehole and
the 24-inch steel diameter casing. This was done to verify the top of the primary cement
stage at 850 feet bpl as inferred by the temperature log. While lowering the tremie pipe

into the annulus, an obstruction was encountered at a depth of 550 feet bpl. Repeated
attempts to lower the tremie pipe below 550 feet bpl failed. Upon removal of the tremie

pipe from the annulus, it was discovered that the tremie pipe was plugged with greenish-
gray silty clay. This suggests that a clay ring encroached into the annular space during

casing installation, or that sediments from the Hawthorn Group swelled causing a
localized plug in the annulus or a combination of these two mechanisms.

Subsequent attempts to jet through the obstruction at a depth of 550 feet bpl and
below, using high-pressure flow (2,500 pounds per square inch [psi]) and various diameter

(2-, 11%- and 1-inch diameter) steel tubing met with limited success. At this point,
Diversified Drilling Corporation suggested the use of a positive-displacement down-hole

pump to clear the obstruction within the annulus. This method was successful in washing
and clearing the sediments from a portion of the annulus to a depth of 750 feet bpl.

However, difficulties were encountered at a depth of 755 feet bpl when efforts were made
to move the mud pump up the annulus. Sediments from the overlying formations or the

unwashed sections (550 to 755 feet bpl) of the annulus apparently caved onto the down-
hole mud pump, causing it to bind within the annulus. Several attempts were made to
circulate drilling mud through the mud pump to lift the sediments and circulate the debris
back to surface. These efforts were unsuccessful and the down-hole mud pump and 2-inch
diameter steel tubing could not be moved in either direction. During the course of

circulating drilling mud and pulling on the steel tubing, the tubing separated at
approximately 550 feet bpl. Diversified Drilling Corporation determined that retrieval of
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these items would not be possible due to the weight of overlying sediments presently atop
the down-hole mud pump and instability of the annulus within the 550 and 750 feet bpl

interval.

Diversified Drilling Corporation suggested that the pump and steel tubing be
abandoned in place, since the probability of retrieving these items was relatively low and
additional efforts to retrieve them increased the risk of additional clogging of the annulus.

The SFWMD staff agreed with Diversified Drilling Corporation that additional retrieval
efforts were unlikely to be successful and unreasonable because retrieval effort could

cause more borehole collapse. In addition, it was the SFWMD's opinion that the
uncemented annulus would be located within the relatively impermeable sediments of the

Hawthorn Group, which would provide a natural seal. Specifically, the clay that squeezed
into the annulus from 550 to 850 feet bpl should provide an adequate seal to prevent
upward migration of water stored should this well be repermitted in the future as a
functional ASR well. A letter was sent to FDEP concerning this matter and concurrence
was gained shortly thereafter.

Cementing operations resumed on March 1, 2000. The second stage of grouting,
via the tremie method, was performed by setting a 2 1/8-inch tremie pipe in the annulus at
535 feet bpl. A volume of 510 ft3 of ASTM C-150 Type II neat cement was then pumped
into the annulus. A temperature survey was conducted seven hours after the completion of
cementing operations. This survey was used to identify the top of the cement within the
annulus installed during the second grout stage. A significant shift in the temperature
gradient log and corresponding deflection in the temperature differential log occurred at
240 feet bpl (Appendix C, Figure C-6). A hard tag was then conducted on March 2,
2000, using tremie pipe to verify the top of the second cement stage at 245 feet bpl. The
tremie pipe was then set at 224 feet bpl to begin pumping the third stage of cement. A

volume of 882 ft 3 of ASTM C-150 Type II neat cement was then pumped into the annulus

to bring cement levels to surface, completing grouting operations for the 24-inch diameter

production casing.

A pressure test, witnessed by a FDEP representative, on the 24-inch diameter
production casing was successfully completed on March 9, 2000. The wellhead was
sealed at the surface with a temporary header to facilitate the test. Next, the well was filled

with water and pressurized to approximately 100-psi with a high pressure pump. During
the course of the 60-minute pressure test, the total pressure within the 24-inch diameter

casing decreased 0.1 psi, representing a 0.1 percent decline - well within the test tolerance
limit of +/- 5 percent (Table 2).

However, during the pressure test, the on-site FDEP representative identified a

discrepancy concerning the pressure gauge's certification dates. The date of calibration on
the pressure gauge was January 11, 2000, whereas the certificate itself was dated January
13, 2000. A written statement from the testing facility was faxed to the FDEP on March
14, 2000, describing the reason for the date discrepancy. The testing facility's description
was sufficient to resolve this issue.

7
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Table 2. Official Pressure Test on 24-Inch Casing String for Well EXW-1a

Elapsed Pressure Delta
Time Time Reading Pressure

Date (hour) (minute) (psi) (psi) Remarks
03/09/00 13:38 0 101.0 0.0 Start of Pressure Test

03/09/00 13:43 5 101.0 0.0

03/09/00 13:48 10 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 13:53 15 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 13:58 20 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:03 25 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:08 30 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:13 35 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:18 40 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:23 45 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:28 50 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:33 55 100.9 0.1

03/09/00 14:38 60 100.9 0.1 End of Pressure Test - Total Pressure Change 0.1psi

a. Recorded by Ed Rectenwald, SFWMD, and witnessed by Paul F. Linton (Engineer of Record),
SFWMD, and Heidi Vandor, FDEP.

A cement bond log was conducted on March 10, 2000, to evaluate the bond quality
between the annular cement and the 24-inch diameter production casing string. The

recorded amplitude curve for this logging run infers that the 24-inch diameter casing is
supported (cement and/or squeezed clays) with no discernible voids within the annular

space (Appendix C, Figure C-7).

The rig and site were then prepared for reverse-air drilling procedures via open
circulation. On March 22, 2000, Diversified Drilling Corporation began to drill out the

cement plug from the base of the final casing string with a nominal 22-inch diameter bit.
They completed drilling through the cement plug (a result of pressure grouting) on March
28, 2000. Then, they tripped back in with a nominal 10-inch bit and began to drill-out the
temporary backfill material (3/8-inch diameter crushed limestone) from the original pilot
hole via the open circulation, reverse-air technique. The pilot hole was redrilled to its

original total depth of 1,225 feet bpl on March 29, 2000.

The production interval (1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl) was then developed by reverse-
air and natural flow techniques on March 30, 2000. The formation water was diverted

through a series of 7,500-gallon settling tanks, then it was discharged into the Hillsboro
Canal via a 12-inch diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe equipped with a silt screen to
minimize particulate matter being discharged. An in-line flowmeter was installed along

the 12-inch discharge line to measure flow rates and total discharge volumes produced
during well development of EXW-1. SFWMD personnel collected water quality data

(three times daily) from the Hillsboro Canal during discharges produced from the
exploratory well to comply with FDEP-issued National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System (NPDES) permit requirements. Sondes were used to collect temperature, pH,
specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity data during the discharges. These
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sondes were deployed 100 meters upstream from the discharge, at the point of discharge,
and 800 meters downstream from the discharge. Water quality data were recorded prior to,
during, and after discharging formation waters into the canal.

Geophysical surveys were conducted on March 31, 2000, to determine in situ
borehole conditions prior to conducting packer tests. The nominal 10-inch pilot hole
(1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl) logging suite consisted of the following: x-y caliper, natural

gamma, SP, dual induction/laterolog combination, temperature, fluid resistivity, flowmeter
(static and dynamic runs), and a borehole video survey. The logs are presented in

Appendix C, Figure C-8. The borehole video survey was unsuccessful due to high
particulate content within the fluid column but reran once the well was successfully

developed.

Using the information provided by the geophysical logs and well cuttings,
straddle-packer test intervals were selected. The first of two tests began on April 5, 2000
to a depth of 1,160 - 1,225, the second packer test was conducted on April 10, 2000 to a

depth of 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl. The purpose of these tests was to characterize the water
quality and production capacities of specific intervals within the larger open hole interval

(1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl). The set of two packer tests was completed on April 10, 2000 (see
the Packer Tests section of this report for a description of the methods and a summary of

the results).

Following the completion of packer testing operations, the pilot hole was reamed
from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl via the reverse method using a nominal 22-inch diameter drill
bit on April 12, 2000. The open hole section (1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl) was then developed
using both reverse air and natural flow techniques through April 26, 2000. Geophysical
surveys were conducted in the nominal 22-inch diameter open hole section of EXW-1 on

April 27, 2000. The geophysical logging suite consisted of the following logs: x-y caliper,
natural gamma, temperature, fluid resistivity, and a flow meter including both static and

dynamic runs (Appendix C, Figure C-9).

On May 25, 2000, Diversified Drilling Corporation began well development of
EXW-1 before starting a high flow rate step-drawdown test. The well was developed using
a turbine pump with pump rates varying from 2,500 to 3,500 gallons per minute (gpm).

The step-drawdown test was initiated after well development ceased and water levels
within EXW-1 were allowed to recover to ambient conditions and stabilize. The step-

drawdown test was initiated by pumping EXW-1 at successive increments of 500 gpm,
ranging between 1,000 gpm to 3,000 gpm. The step-drawdown test yielded a specific

capacity of 25.5 gpm per foot of drawdown (gpmlft-dd) at a pump rate of 3,500 gpm (see
the Step-Drawdown Tests section of this report for further details). The specific capacity

results indicate that the production capacity of EXW-1 would not be sufficient to meet the
lower threshold limits of 40 to 50 gpm/ft-dd at an anticipated withdrawal/injection rate of
3,500 gpm or 5 million gallons per day (mgd).

Based on the insufficient specific yields measured during the first step-drawdown

test, well acidization of EXW-1 was conducted by HydroChem Industrial Services. On
June 2, 2000, HydroChem rigged up to the acid line on the wellhead of EXW-1 and

9
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Diversified Drilling Corporation prepared to pump the necessary volume of water. The
open borehole section of EXW-1 was then acidified with 5,000 gallons of sulfuric acid (36

percent) without incident. All pumping associated with well acidization was completed on
June 2, 2000. At no time during well acidization were positive pressure increases recorded

at the wellhead. The acid was developed out by flushing it with fresh water from June 3-4,
2000, and neutralized with soda ash prior to surface water discharge in compliance with
NPDES permit requirements.

A second step-drawdown test was then conducted on June 16, 2000. During the

second step-drawdown test, EXW-1 was pumped at successive increments of 800 gpm,
ranging between 2,000 gpm and 5,200 gpm. The results from step-drawdown test indicate

that the production capacity of EXW-1 doubled to 50 gpm/ft-dd as a result of the well
acidization. See the Step-Drawdown Tests section of this report for a description of the
methods and summary of results.

After the second test, well construction was completed by removing the turbine

pump and installing the permanent wellhead on EXW-1. Figure 3 presents a construction
schematic of the completed EXW-1. A summary of well construction and testing activities

associated with EXW-1 is included in Table 3.

After construction was completed, EXW-1 was surveyed relative to permanent
reference points by a Florida registered land surveyor, and located on a site plan map by
latitude and longitude, and recorded in the public record (Appendix D). EXW-1 was left
idle until a planned 72-hour APT could be conducted at the site.

HYDROGEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK

Two major aquifer systems underlie this site: the Surficial Aquifer System (SAS),
the intermediate confining unit, and the Floridan Aquifer System (FAS) with the FAS

being the focus of this test well program. These aquifer systems are composed of multiple,
discrete aquifers separated by low permeable "confining" units that occur throughout the
Tertiary/Quaternary aged sequence. Figure 4 shows a hydrogeologic section underlying

the Western Hillsboro site.

Surficial Aquifer System

The SAS extends from land surface (top of the water table) to a depth of 205 feet

bpl. It consists of Holocene and Pliocene-Pleistocene aged sediments. The
undifferentiated Holocene sediments occur from land surface to a depth of 10 feet bpl, and

consist of unconsolidated orange to light gray, very fine to coarse grained quartz sands and
shell fragments within a calcilutite matrix. The sediments from 10 feet to 110 feet in depth
are composed primarily of yellowish gray, moderately indurated calcareous sandstone
with intermittent shell beds 5 to 10 feet thick. A change in lithology to a yellowish-gray,
moderately to well indurated biogenic limestone occurs below 110 feet bpl and continues

to a depth of 205 feet bpl; this may be the Tamiami Formation. Low permeable,
arenaceous calcilutite at 205 feet bpl forms the base of the SAS at this site. A significant
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Figure 3. Well C ompletion Diagram for EXW-1

inciease inthe natural gamma rayactivitybelow a depth 205 feet bpl suggests anincrease
in clay content and phosphate percentages with emissions above 30 American Petroleum
Institute (API) units.

Intermediate Confining Unit

Below the SAS lies the intermediate confining unit, which extends from 205 to
985 feet bpl at this location. The Peace River and Arcadia Formations of the Miocene-
Pliocene aged Hawthorn Group (Scott, 1988) act as confining units separating the FAS
from the SAS. Lithologic information obtained from drill cuttings from EXW-1 indicates
that soft nonindurated detritial clays, silts, and poorly indurated mudstones of the
Hawthorn Group predominate from 205 to 985 feet bpl.

The signature of the compensated sonic log indicates a soft nonindurated high
porosity clayey silt unit (interpreted to be the Peace River Formation) that extends from
immediate lybe low the 36-inch surface casing at 205 to 485 feet bpl with average travel
times of approximately 120 microseconds per foot (pscIfl). Compressional wave travel
times of approximately 120 psec/n are typical of clay and silt units. The photoelectric log
from PBF-10 (proximal monitor well) also supports a clayey-silt to fine sand composition
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Table 3. Construction and Testing Activities Associated with EXW-1

Date Description of Activities

11/15/99 Project initiated (Notice to Proceed)

11/20/99 Set up rig over EXW-1 and installed 4 pad monitor wells

12/09/99 Installed surface casing (55 ft; 42-inch diameter steel) at EXW-1

12/10/99 Drilled 10-inch diameter pilot hole to 210 feet bpl

12/11/99 Conducted geophysical logging of EXW-1 pilot hole to 210 feet bpl

12/12/99 Reamed pilot hole and installed 36-inch diameter steel casing to 205 feet bpl

01/06/00 Drilled 10-inch diameter pilot hole from 205 to 1,225 feet bpl

01/06/00 Conducted geophysical logging of EXW-1 pilot hole to 1,225 feet bpl

01/10/00 Temporarily backfilled pilot hole to 1,000 feet bpl with crushed limestone

01/28/00 Reamed pilot hole with 35-inch diameter bit to 1,015 feet bpl

01/28/00 Conducted geophysical logging of EXW-1 pilot hole to 1,015 feet bpl

01/30/00 Installed 24-inch diameter steel production casing to 1,015 feet bpl

01/30/00 Pressured grout - 850 bags at 94 pounds per bag neat cement

01/30/00 Ran temperature survey to verify top of cement at 850 feet bpl

03/01/00 Second stage of grouting completed

03/01/00 Ran temperature survey to verify top of cement at 240 feet bpl

03/01/00 Third stage of grouting completed to pad level

03/09/00 Conducted 100-psi pressure test of 24-inch diameter production casing

03/10/00 Ran cement bond log of the 24-inch diameter production casing

03/22/00 Drilled out cement plug (as a result of pressure grouting) within 24-inch diameter casing by reverse air method

03/29/00 Drilled out backfill with 10-inch diameter bit by reverse-air method to 1,225 feet bpl

03/30/00 Developed open hole interval by the reverse-air and natural flow techniques

03/31/00 Conducted geophysical logging of EXW-1 pilot hole to 1,225 feet bpl

04/05/00 Packer test was conducted from 1,160 to 1,225 feet bpl

04/10/00 Packer test was conducted from 1,015 to 1,150 feet bpl

04/12/00 Pilot hole was reamed with a 22-inch diameter drill bit

04/26/00 Developed open hole interval by the reverse air and natural flow techniques

04/27/00 Conducted geophysical logging of EXW-1 pilot hole to 1,225 feet bpl

05/25/00 Well development via a turbine pump between 2,500 to 3,000 gpm

05/25/00 Sep drawdown test conducted at successive increments of 500 gpm, ranging between 1,000 and 3,000 gpm

06/02/00 Well acidization was conducted to the open hole section of EXW-1 using 5,000 gal. of sulfuric acid (36%)

06/03/00 EXW-1 was developed out by flushing it with fresh water

06/16/00 Sep drawdown test conducted at successive increments of 800 gpm, ranging between 2,000 and 5,200 gpm

11/15/00 A 60-hour constant-rate discharge (3,050-gpm) test was conducted on an interval from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl
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of this interval with values of approximately 2 barnes per electron (b/e). Both the irregular
shape of the x-y caliper trace and borehole diameter exceeding the bit size (nominal 10-
inch) indicates a poorly consolidated interval. Qualitatively, the resistivity profile of the
induction log also suggests a porous horizon whereby the medium resistivity curve
(RILM) reads near the shallow resistivity curve (RLL3) as a result of drilling mud
invading the porous sediments (see Appendix C, Figure C-3).

A change in lithology occurs below 485 feet bpl, which is identified by both a
decrease in sonic travel times and natural gamma radiation (Arcadia Formation?). The

interval from 485 to 915 feet bpl is composed of poorly indurated mudstones to
wackestones. Thin, intermittent, high porosity, moderately indurated, carbonate units are

identified by the sonic log from 485 to 915 feet bpl. These produce an irregular, spiked
sonic trace with average sonic travel times of approximately 110 psec/ft (see Appendix C,
Figure C-3). The photoelectric log values from PBF-10 within this interval range between
3 and 4 b/e indicating a mixed carbonate lithology including a minor silt/sand component
(Hallenburg, 1998). The natural gamma log below 485 feet bpl produces thin, intermittent,
high gamma radiation peaks, associated primarily with intervals of high phosphate sand/
silt content. The sediments from 915 feet to 985 feet in depth are composed of yellowish

to greenish gray, moderately indurated wackestone containing 25 to 35 percent
nonindurated carbonate mud. These low permeable units form the lower boundary of the

intermediate confining unit.

Floridan Aquifer System

The FAS consists of a series of Tertiary aged limestones and dolostones. The

system includes permeable sediments of the lower Arcadia Formation, Suwannee
Limestone, Ocala Limestone, Avon Park Formation, and the Oldsmar Formation. The

Paleocene age Cedar Keys Formation with evaporitic gypsum and anhydrite forms the
lower boundary of the FAS (Miller, 1986).

The top of the FAS, as defined by the Southeastern Geological Society Ad Hoc
Committee on Florida Hydrostratigraphic Unit Definition (1986), coincides with the top

of a vertically continuous permeable carbonate sequence. The Upper Floridan aquifer
consists of thin, high permeable water bearing horizons interspersed within thick, low

permeable units of early Miocene to middle Eocene aged sediments, including the
Suwannee Limestone, Ocala Limestone, and the Avon Park Formation. At this site, the top

of the FAS occurs at a depth of 985 feet bpl, which coincides with the basal Hawthorn unit
(Reese and Memberg, 2000), part of the of the Arcadia Formation.

The lithology from 985 to 1,010 feet bpl is composed primarily of moderately
indurated wackestones and packstones containing approximately 15-50 percent shell

fragments and 10-15 percent quartz and phosphatic sands and silts. The sonic, induction,
and caliper logs all indicate a competent, low porosity unit at 1,010 feet that continues to
1,025 feet bpl. The sonic travel time decreases to 90 psec/ft, resistivity increases to 70
ohm-meter (ohm-m), and the caliper log indicates a relatively gauged borehole (i.e.,
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similar to the diameter of the drill bit) that corresponds to a well-indurated yellowish-gray
packstone unit.

Sediments from 1,025 to 1,070 feet bpl consist of yellowish gray, moderately

indurated wackestones interspersed with thin fine-grained calcitic sandstones. Sonic-
derived porosity values based on a limestone matrix (47.6 psec/ft transit time) through this
interval range between 40-45 percent. A change in lithology occurs at 1,070 feet bpl from

a yellowish-gray, phosphatic wackestone to light-gray, clean, moderately indurated
wackestone-packstone. This change at 1,070 feet bpl causes an attenuation of natural

gamma activity, a slight increase in sonic travel times, and an enlarged borehole with
increase water flow. These changes at 1,070 feet bpl may represent a flow zone that occurs

near the top of a lithologic contact.

The light-gray moderately indurated wackestones and packestones continue from
1,070 feet to 1,170 feet bpl. Minor water production is identified by a deflection in the
temperature log at 1,140 feet bpl. A light orange to yellowish gray, moderately to well

indurated packstone unit is encountered from 1,170 to 1,205 feet bpl. A minor lost
circulation interval was present at 1,205 feet bpl, necessitating the use of thinned mud to

prevent additional mud loss by reducing the weight of the mud column. This resulted in no
drill cutting returns at the surface. This continued to the total depth of the well, which was
1,225 feet bpl.

The fluid type logs (e.g., flow, temperature) indicate good production from flow
zones between 1,050 and 1,170 feet bpl and 1,190 to 1,210 feet bpl. Below 1,210 feet bpl,
the productive capacity is limited (as indicated by the fluid-type logs) suggesting lower

permeable units near the base of the proposed storage horizon. Review of previous data
from the FAS monitor well (PBF-10), located approximately 330 feet to the west of EXW-

1, shows consistent lithologic and geophysical trends with depth indicating lower
permeable sediments. The lower permeable sediments at 1,225 feet bpl marked the base of

the production interval of EXW-1.

HYDROGEOLOGIC TESTING

Specific information was collected during the drilling program to determine the
lithologic, hydraulic, and water quality characteristics of the FAS at the Western Hillsboro

site. These data were to be used to design both the FAS monitor and exploratory wells for
use in a site-specific aquifer test and for a long-term water level and water quality

monitoring program.

Formation Sampling

During the drilling of the pilot hole, geologic formation samples (well cuttings)
were collected, washed, and described on-site using the Dunham classification scheme

(Dunham, 1962). Formation samples were collected continuously and separated based on
their dominant lithologic or textural characteristics, and, to a lesser extent, color. If a

massively bedded unit was encountered, composite samples were taken at 5-foot intervals.
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The representative formation samples were split into two sets and distributed to the
SFWMD and the Florida Geological Survey (FGS).

The lithostratigraphic column shown in Figure 5 was constructed using the
SFWMD's on-site drilling log for EXW-1 and PBF-10. A copy of the SFWMD's
lithologic descriptions for well EXW-1 is provided in Appendix E.

Geophysical Logging

Geophysical logs were conducted in the pilot hole after each stage of drilling and
before reaming of the borehole for casing installations. These logs were conducted to
provide a continuous record of the physical properties of the subsurface formations and
their contained fluids. These logs were later used to assist in the interpretation of

lithology; to provide estimates of permeability, porosity, bulk density, and resistivity of the
aquifer; and to determine the salinity of the groundwater using Archie's equation (Archie,
1942). In addition, the extent and degree of confinement of confining intervals can be
discerned from the individual logs. The geophysical logs also provided data to determine

the desired casing setting depths on the exploratory well. A cement bond log was
conducted on the 24-diameter production casing for EXW-1 to assess the quality of the
cement sheath as a result of grouting operations.

All geophysical log data were downloaded directly from the on-site logging
processor in log American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) version
1.2 or 2.0 format. The geophysical log traces from log runs 1 through 9 for well EXW-1
are presented in Appendix C. The original geophysical logs and video surveys are

archived and available for review at SFWMD's headquarters in West Palm Beach, Florida.
A summary of the geophysical logging program conducted at this site is listed in Table 4.

Water Quality Data

Upon completion of well construction of EXW-1, background water quality

samples were collected. The samples were analyzed to determine basic water quality
characteristics (temperature, pH, and specific conductance) as well as primary and
secondary drinking water standards (Chapter 62-550, Florida Administrative Code

[F.A.C.]) and minimum criteria parameters (Chapter 62-520, F.A.C.).

On November 30, 2000, EXW-1 was purged until three borehole volumes were
evacuated, or until field parameters of samples collected from the discharge pipe had

stabilized. A limit of +/-5 percent variation in consecutive field parameter readings was
used to determine chemical stability. The flow of water from the discharge point was

adjusted to minimize the aeration and disturbance of the samples. Unfiltered and filtered
samples were collected directly from the discharge point by SFWMD staff into a clean

plastic bucket. An equipment blank was obtained prior to sampling to qualify sampling
procedures. A Teflon bailer was then placed on a bailer stand where the sample bottles

were filled slowly to minimize aeration. Replicate samples were collected from
consecutive bailers (SFWMD, 1999).
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Table 4. Summary of the Geophysical Logging Program for EXW-1

L

E Rv- -

Number Date Company (ft NGVD)a (feet bp0) -Z

1 12/10/99 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-208 x x x x

2 12/11/99 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-210 x x

3 01/06/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 210-1,225 x x x x x

4 01/28/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 207-1,015 x x

5 01/30/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-983 x x

6 03/01/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-701 x x

7 03/10/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-983 x

8 03/31/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 0-1,229 x x x x x x x x

9 04/27/00 MV Geophysical 12.86 900-1,225 x x x x x

a. ft NGVD = feet National Geodetic Vertical Datum, 1929

Once the samples were collected, the bottles were preserved, if necessary, and

immediately placed on ice in a closed container and transported to the SFWMD's water

quality laboratory. The samples were then shipped to a laboratory operated by ELAB, Inc.
located in Ormond Beach, Florida. The samples were analyzed for primary and secondary
drinking water standards and minimum criteria parameters using United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and/or Standard Method procedures. The
results of these analyses are presented in Appendix F.

Packer Tests

A preliminary packer test on an open hole interval 1,160 to 1,225 feet bpl was
successfully completed on April 5, 2000. A single packer with an open port at its base was
set at 1,160 feet bpl. The single packer was connected to nonperforated, 4-inch inner

diameter drill pipe that extended back to land surface. A 15-horsepower submersible

pump was installed within the standpipe at 137 feet bpl. A 100-psi pressure transducer was
set to 110 feet bpl and then connected to an electronic data recorder (Hermit 3000 data
logger) to measure water-level changes during testing operations. The pressure transducer

readings within the standpipe and water quality parameters (temperature, pH, and specific
conductance) of the purged formation water were monitored for stability. These parameters

were used to determine the quality of isolation of the test interval. The drawdown and
recovery phases of the formal packer test on the 1,160 to 1,225 foot interval were

successfully completed on April 6, 2000.
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The results of the drawdown test indicated good production, with a specific
capacity (SC) of 22.6 gpm/ft-dd. The specific capacity was calculated using Equation 1.

SC = Q/Drawdown (1)

SC = 95 gpm/(12.3 feet - 8.1 feet)

SC = 22.6 gpm/ft-dd

where

SC

Q
Drawdown

Specific capacity

Pumping rate in gpm as measured by an in-line flowmeter
Aquifer head loss in feet, which is the measured drawdown

minus the pipe friction losses. The frictional loss coefficient
was 0.70 feet per 100 feet of pipe for a 4-inch inside diameter

pipe with a flow rate of 95 gpm (Appendix 13.K., Driscoll,
1989). The pipe extended to 1,160 feet bpl resulting in a pipe
frictional loss of 8.1 feet.

The productive nature of this interval enabled it to respond almost instantaneously

to the limited applied pumping stress. The rapid reduction or addition of water within the
standpipe, caused by the starting or stopping of pumping, induced a pressure wave into the

formation. The response to this pressure wave as seen in the drawdown and recovery
semi-log plots labeled PBF13-PT1D and PBF13-PT1R, respectively, masks its true
drawdown and recovery responses. Therefore, no formal curve matching techniques were
used to determine the transmissivity of this interval. These time series plots are provided
in Appendix G, Figure G-1 and G-2.

Shortly before the end of the drawdown phase for Packer Test 1, a composite water

sample was taken from the discharge point and field water quality parameters were
measured. The results were as follows: temperature was 23.91 degrees Celsius (°C);

specific conductance was 4,600 micromhos per centimeter (ymhos/cm); and pH was 7.57

standard units (s.u.). The composite water samples were submitted to the SFWMD's

Water Quality Laboratory for major cation/anion/total dissolved solids (TDS) analysis.
The analytical results are present in Table 5.

Table 5. Packer Test Water Quality Data from the Western Hillsboro Site

Cations (mg/L)b Anions (mgL)C Field Parameters

Depth Specific
Interval Sample Alkalin ity Conductivity Temp pH

Identifiera (feet bpS) Date Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Cl- asCaC3 SO42- TDS (pmhoscm) ("C) (s.u.)
EXW-1PT#2 1,015-1,150 04/10/00 1,228.1 45.8 157.7 182.3 2,336.3 131.6 734.0 5,110 8,223 23.82 7.52

EXW-1 PT#1 1,160-1,225 04/05/00 722.6 30.9 103.2 117.1 1,287.6 125.0 397.9 2,932 4,600 23.91 7.57

a. PT = packer test
b. mg/L = milligram per Liter; Na = sodium; K = potassium; Ca = calcium, Mg = magnesium
c. Cl = chloride; CaCO 3 = calcium carbonate; SO4 = sulfate, TDS = total dissolved solids
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Upon completion of the first packer test, Diversified Drilling Corporation tripped
the packer assembly out of the hole and reconfigured it for the second test. On April 7,
2000, Diversified Drilling Corporation installed the newly configured packer assembly
and reinflated the single packer set at 1,150 feet bpl. The packer assembly consisted of 20
feet of slotted 4-inch inner diameter pipe connected to an 8 1/4-inch diameter packer. The
remaining portion of drill stem that extended back to land surface consisted of
nonperforated, 4-inch inner diameter drill pipe. A 15-horsepower submersible pump was

installed within the standpipe at a depth of 100 feet bpl. A 100-psi pressure transducer was
set to 90 feet bpl and then connected to an Hermit 3000 data logger, an electronic data

recorder, to measure water level changes during testing operations. The 24-inch diameter
steel casing set at 1,015 feet bpl formed the upper limit of the test interval. A preliminary

test on the 1,015 to 1,150 foot bpl interval began the afternoon of April 7, 2000. The
pressure transducer readings within the standpipe and water quality parameters
(temperature, pH, and specific conductance) of the purged formation water were again
monitored for stability. However, water quality indicators would not stabilize during the
initial drawdown/pumping phase. A decision was made to stop the preliminary test and

allow Diversified Drilling Corporation time to develop this interval over the weekend and
begin preliminary testing on Monday, April 10, 2000.

Both the drawdown and recovery phases of the preliminary test were successfully

completed during the afternoon of April 10, 2000. The water quality parameters and water
levels in the standpipe stabilized during the initial pumping phase. Pumping ceased and
water levels were allowed to recover to static conditions. The formal packer test was
successfully completed on the same day. Drawdown data indicate relatively good
production from the interval tested, yielding a specific capacity of 10.9 gpm/feet-

drawdown. The SC was calculated using the following method:

SC = Q/Drawdown (1)

SC = 105 gpm/(18.0 feet - 8.4 feet)

SC = 10.9 gpm/ft-dd

where

SC = Specific capacity
Q = Pumping rate in gpm as measured by an in-line flowmeter

Drawdown = Aquifer head loss in feet, which is measured drawdown minus
the pipe friction losses. The friction loss coefficient is 0.73 feet

per 100 feet of pipe for a 4-inch inside diameter pipe with a
flow rate of 105 gpm (Appendix 13.K., Driscoll, 1989). The
pipe extended to 1,150 feet bpl, resulting in a pipe frictional
loss of 8.4 feet.

The productive nature of this interval also enabled it to respond almost
instantaneously to a limited applied pumping stress. The rapid reduction or addition of

water within the standpipe, caused by the starting or stopping of pumping, induced a
pressure wave into the formation. The response to this pressure wave as seen in the
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drawdown and recovery semi-log plots (Figures G-3 and G-4 in Appendix G) masks its
true drawdown and recovery responses. Therefore, no formal curve matching techniques

were used to determine the transmissivity of this interval.

Shortly before the end of the drawdown phase for Packer Test 2, a composite water
sample was taken from the discharge point and field parameters measured. The field
determined water quality results are as follows: temperature, 23.820 C; specific

conductance, 8,223 jmhos/cm; and pH 7.52 s.u. The composite samples were submitted
to the SFWMD's Water Quality Laboratory for major cation/anion/TDS analysis. The

analytical results are reported in Table 5.

Step-Drawdown Tests

On May 25, 2000, Diversified Drilling Corporation began well development of
EXW-1 before starting a high volume step-drawdown test. The well was developed via a
turbine pump with pump rates varied between 2,500 to 3,000 gpm. The step-drawdown

test was initiated after well development ceased and water levels within EXW-1 were

allowed to recover to ambient conditions. The step-drawdown test was initiated by
pumping EXW-1 at successive increments of 500 gpm, ranging between 1,000 gpm to

3,500 gpm. The specific capacity results of the first step-drawdown test are shown on
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Results from Step-Drawdown Test No. 1 for EXW-1

Based on drawdowns and elevation of the pump and length of drop pipe within

EXW-1, the higher pump rates (3,500 to 4,000 gpm) could not be achieved. However, the
specific capacity results at the slightly lower pump rates indicate that the production
capacity of EXW-1 would not be sufficient to meet the lower threshold limits of 40 to 50

gpm per foot of drawdown at an anticipated withdrawal/injection rate of 3,500 gpm or
5 mgd. Based on the unfavorable yields from the step-drawdown test, well acidization of

EXW-1 was conducted by HydroChem Industrial Services of Jacksonville, Florida.
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Following well acidization, a second step-drawdown test was then conducted on
June 16, 2000. During the second step-drawdown test, EXW-1 was pumped at successive

increments of 800 gpm, ranging between 2,000 gpm and 5,200 gpm. The results from the
second step-drawdown test (Figure 7) indicate that the production capacity of EXW-1

doubled to approximately 50 gpmlft-dd as a result of the well acidization. After the test,
well construction was completed and the well was left idle until conditions were suitable
to conduct a large-scale aquifer performance test.
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Figure 7. Results from Step-Drawdown Test No. 2 for EXW-1

Aquifer Performance Test

An APT was conducted to determine the hydraulic performance of a proposed
ASR horizon (1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl) within the upper Floridan aquifer at the Western
Hillsboro site. The principle factors of aquifer performance, such as transmissivity and

storage coefficients, can be calculated from the drawdown and/or recovery data obtained
from the proximal monitor well, PBF-1OR, completed in the same interval. If the aquifer

tested is semiconfined, the hydraulic parameter of leakance of the semipervious layer(s)
can also be determined.

A 60-hour constant-rate discharge (3,050-gpm) test was conducted on an interval

from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl. Figure 8 shows the well configuration of the FAS monitor
wells (PBF-10R, PBF-11, PBF-12, and EXW-1) used in the APT. The 60-hour drawdown
phase was followed by a 72-hour recovery period, during which water levels were allowed

to return to background condition.

A vertical turbine pump was positioned atop the test-production well on November
15, 2000, with 12-inch diameter intake pipe installed to 145 feet below top of casing. This

depth was chosen based on preliminary data that indicated low to moderate drawdowns
would occur. The wellhead was reinstalled with appurtenances consisting of a shut-off
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Figure 8. Well Configuration of the Aquifer Performance Test

valve, discharge pressure gauge, and a wellhead pressure gauge. A 16-inch diameter PVC
discharge line was connected to the wellhead. A 16-inch diameter circular orifice weir
with a 12-inch diameter orifice plate was used to measure discharge rates during pumping,
verified by an in-line flowmeter. A pressure transducer was installed on the orifice weir to
record discharge rates during the pump test at 2-minute intervals. Additional pressure
transducers were installed on/in both the test-production (EXW-1) and monitor wells
(PBF- 1 OR, PBF-11, and PBF-12) and connected to a Hermit 3000 (Insitu, Inc) data logger
via electronic cables. The transducers and data logger were used to measure and record
water level changes at predetermined intervals during testing operations.

On November 15, 2000, a specific-capacity test was conducted to determine an
appropriate pumping rate for the planned 72-hour drawdown test. Once completed, water
levels were allowed to recover to static conditions. Later that day, the drawdown phase of
the APT started by initiating pumping of EXW-1, located 330 feet east of the FAS monitor
wells. The pumping rate was 3,050 gpm. During the drawdown phase, water levels and
pump rates were continuously measured and recorded by the installed electronic
instruments. Pumping continued uninterrupted for the next 60 hours, completing the
drawdown phase on November 18, 2000. The drawdown phase of the APT was limited to
60 hours instead of the planned 72 hours. This was a result of elevated specific
conductance of the surface water within the Hillsboro Canal; 800 meters downstream
from the point of formation water discharges. The NPDES permit stipulated specific
conductance within the Hillsboro Canal could not exceed 1,250 gmhos or 50 percent
above background at the edge of an 800-meter mixing zone. Within 60 hours after
pumping began, specific conductance increased to the specified limit, requiring the
premature ending of the pumping portion of the test.
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Semi-log plots of the drawdown data for both the test production well (EXW-1)
and corresponding monitor well (PRB-10R) are shown in Figure 9. Maximum
drawdowns in EXW-1 and PBF-10R were 79.8 feet (34.5 psi) and 28.9 feet (12.5 psi),
respectively.
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Figure 9. Time Series Plot of Aquifer Performance Test Drawdown
and PBF-10R (1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl)

Data from Wells EXW-1

Time series plots of water level changes during the drawdown phase for the other
two FAS monitor zones (PBF-11 and PBF-12) and barometric pressure data are included
in Figure 10. The maximum water level change in PBF-11 during pumping was recorded
at -1.3 feet (-0.6 psi) with PBF-12 water level fluctuations attributed to tidal loading and
changes in atmospheric pressure (i.e., barometric effect).

Discharge data from the 16-inch diameter, circular orifice weir acquired during the
pumping phase of the APT are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows minor fluctuations in
the pump rate (less than +1-5 percent) during the course of the APT. These fluctuation
were small enough to be inconsequential to the overall test results.

After approximately 24-hours of pumping, samples were taken from the discharge
pipe for major cation/anion analyses. Before groundwater sampling, the field parameters
of samples collected from the discharge pipe had stabilized. A limit of +1-5 percent
variation in consecutive field parameter readings was used to determine chemical stability.
Unfiltered and filtered samples were collected directly from the discharge point into a
Teflon bailer. The bailer was then placed on a bailer stand where the sample bottles were
filled slowly to minimize aeration. Duplicate samples were collected by sampling from
consecutive bailers. Sample splits were collected from the same bailer.
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Once samples were collected, the bottles were preserved and immediately placed
on ice in a closed container and transported to the SFWMD's water quality laboratory. The
samples were then analyzed for major cation and anions using USEPA and/or Standard
Method procedures (SFWMD, 1999). The results of the cation/anion analyses for EXW-1
are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6. Composite Water Quality Data from the Western Hillsboro Site

a. Na = sodium; K = potassium; Ca = calcium, Mg = magnesium
b. CaCO 3 = calcium carbonate; S04 = sulfate, TDS = total dissolved solids

Before pumping stopped, the data loggers were reconfigured to record the
recovery data. The pump was then manually stopped and water levels were allowed to
recover to static condition. The recovery phase of the APT continued for 48 hours, ending
on November 20, 2000. The recovery data for the pumped monitor zone (PBF- 1OR) is
shown in Figure 12. Water level fluctuations during the recovery period for the lower
monitor intervals (PBF-11 and PBF-12) and barometric pressure are shown in Figure 13.
Electronic copies of the original drawdown, recovery, and manometer data for this APT
are archived and available for review at the SFWMD headquarters in West Palm Beach,
Florida.
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Figure 12. Time Series Plot of Aquifer Performance Test Recovery Data from Well PBF-10R

Following the 72-hour recovery phase, background water level data was collected
for 7 days (November 21, 2000, to November 27, 2000) from the three monitor FAS
horizons (PBF-1OR, PBF-11, and PBF-12) to discem tidal and barometric effects. Time
series plots of background water level data from the three FAS monitor zones and
barometric pressures are included in Figure 14.

A log/log plot of drawdown versus time for PBF-1OR is shown in Figure 15. The
shape of the drawdown curve is indicative of a leaky-type aquifer. A leaky (semiconfined)
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Figure 14. Time Series Plot of Background Water Levels for Wells PBF-1OR, PBF-11, and
PBF-12

aquifer is defined as an aquifer that loses or gains water (depending on the pressure
gradients) through a semiconfining unit (aquitard). If a semiconfining unit is composed of
a thick layer of poorly indurated, high porosity sediments, it may provide water to the
pumping well.

Three different analytical solutions were applied to the drawdown data collected
during the APT to determine transmissivity and the storage coefficient of the proposed
ASR horizon at the Western Hillsboro site. The solutions used were Theis (1935), Hantush
(1960), and Moench (1985). The analytical results from each method are listed in Table 7.
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Figure 15. Log-Log Plot of Drawdown versus Time for Well PBF-10R

Table 7. Summary of Analytical Solutions

Transmissivity
Analytical Method (gpd/feet) Storativity a r/Bb

Theis,1935 (Confined) 83,470 9.776 E-05 NAC NA

Hantush, 1960 (Leaky) 60,620 9.776E-05 0.10 NA

Moench, 1985 (Leaky) 75,830 1.147E-04 0.10 0.16

a. P storage factor

b. r/B = Leakage factor

c. NA = Not applicable

The Hantush (1960) analytical model appears to best represent the hydraulic
conditions present within the upper Floridan aquifer based on the lithologic character of
the overlying and underlying units, water level declines noted in PBF-11, and the resulting
drawdown curve. The Hawthorn Group rests above the production interval, which is
composed of approximately 800 feet of effectively impermeable clay layers interbedded
with low permeable carbonate units. However, a monitor zone located above the test
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interval was not available for monitoring to quantify the contribution from the overlying
confining units. The underlying sediments at this site are composed of highly porous (25

percent to 45 percent) mudstones to wackestones that have the potential to supply
additional water to the pumping well. The proximal FAS monitor well (PBF-11)
completed below the test interval (1,515 to 1,670 feet bpl) was monitored during the APT
to quantify the relative contribution of the underlying semiconfining units. During the
pump test, water levels in PBF-11 declined a maximum of 1.3 feet (-0.6 psi) (Figure 10).
This indicates that the low permeable unit below the production interval of EXW-1 is
semiconfining in nature and additional water may be derived from it and lower units

during pumping. Water level fluctuations in PBF-12 (2,135 to 2,260 feet bpl) during
pumping are attributed to diurnal tidal and barometric pressure changes.

Hantush (1960) derived an analytical solution for predicting water level
displacements in response to pumping in a leaky confined aquifer, assuming storage in the
aquitard(s). Other assumptions related to this solution can be found in Hantush (1960).
The production interval in the upper Floridan aquifer from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl yielded

a transmissivity value of 60,620 gpd/foot and a storage coefficient of 9.8 x 10-5 based on
the Hantush (1960) leaky aquifer model (Table 7).

Pressure Analysis

A three-dimensional, steady state, finite difference model, MODFLOW,
previously developed by SFWMD for the Lower East Coast Planning Area (encompassing

Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties), was used in a local pressure analysis
(Fairbank, 1999). The horizontal resolution of the model is one square mile with vertical
discretization consisting of nine layers representing the following hydrogeologic units:

- Layer 1 - Surficial Aquifer System (used as an upper boundary)

- Layer 2 - Hawthorn Group (low permeability unit)

- Layer 3 - Upper Floridan aquifer (upper flow zone - Flow Zone 1)

- Layer 4 - Upper Floridan aquifer (interaquifer confining unit)

- Layer 5 - Upper Floridan aquifer (lower flow zone - Flow Zone 2)

- Layer 6 - Middle confining unit of the FAS

- Layer 7 - Lower Floridan aquifer (upper flow zone - Flow Zone 3)

- Layer 8 - Lower Floridan aquifer (lower permeable units)

- Layer 9 - Lower Floridan aquifer (Boulder Zone - used as a lower boundary)

This model was used to evaluate water level (pressure) changes as a result of

simulating injecting water into EXW-1 (the upper Floridan aquifer) at a rate of 5 mgd. The

results of the steady-state model stimulation are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Results of Steady-State Model Simulation

The model results show a net increase of approximately 8 feet within the
production interval (1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl - layer 3) in the model cell where the 5-mgd
injection rate is simulated. The pressure changes within all the model layers, under and
above the injection cell are as follows:

- Layer 1 - Surficial Aquifer System (upper boundary) - negligible to no
simulate effect

- Layer 2 - Hawthorn Group (low permeability unit) - less than 0.75 feet

- Layer 3 - Upper Floridan aquifer (upper flow zone - Flow Zone 1) - 7.7 feet

* Layer 4 - Upper Floridan aquifer (interaquifer confining unit) - 6.5 feet

- Layer 5 - Upper Floridan aquifer (lower flow zone - Flow Zone 2) - 5.5 feet

- Layer 6 - Middle confining unit of the FAS - 3.2 feet

- Layer 7 - Lower Floridan aquifer (upper flow zone - Flow Zone 3) - 0.75 feet

- Layer 8 - Lower Floridan aquifer (lower permeable units) - less than 0.2 feet

- Layer 9 - Lower Floridan aquifer (Boulder Zone - used as a lower boundary)
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Based on the simulated head changes in Layer 7, the layer that represents the
interval containing water with TDS concentrations greater than 10,000 milligrams/Liter

(mg/L), continuous long-term injection has a net effect of less than 1 foot. Therefore, the
simulated effects suggest the potential for upconing of poorer quality water is limited. The
simulated distribution for the various layers (hydrogeologic units) do not indicate pressure
increases sufficient to induce horizontal or vertical fracture within the injection horizon or
overlying/underlying confining units. The pressure required to fracture a formation is a

function of the unconfined strength of the material that makes up the aquifer and the
confining pressure (overburden pressure). Given the depth of even the upper formation,
there is considerable confining pressure to resist fracturing. An injection pressure of
greater than 1,015 psi would be necessary to overcome overburden stresses (1 psi per foot

of depth multiplied by 1,015 feet from the top of production horizon at the site) to induce
a horizontal fracture. A pressure of approximately 550 psi (1,000 feet multiplied by 0.55

psi per foot of depth) would be required to initiate a vertical fracture (Howard and Fast,
1970). Based on drawdown data from the 60-hour APT with a pump rate of 3,050 gpm, the

maximum pressure reduction observed was 34.5 psi within the production well (EXW-1).

The pressure reduction during pumping from static in the corresponding monitor well
(PBF-10R) located 330 to the west was 12.1 psi. Since, the injection zone is a semi-

confined, fully saturated aquifer, the pressure change due to injection should be the same
as the pressure change that would result from withdrawal, albeit a rise instead of a

drawdown.

SUMMARY
- A Class V, Group 8, 24-inch outer diameter exploratory well at

the Western Hillsboro site was successfully constructed and
tested in accordance with FDEP Permit Number UC 153872-001.

- Lithologic information and geophysical logs obtained from
EXW-1 indicates that soft nonindurated detritial clays, silts, and

poorly indurated mudstones of the Hawthorn Group predominate
from 205 to 985 feet bpl. These low permeable sediments act as

confining units separating the FAS from the SAS.

- The top of the FAS was identified at a depth of approximately

985 feet bpl, as defined by the Southeastern Geological Society
Ad Hoc Committee on Florida Hydrostratigraphic Unit

Definition (1986).

- Lithologic and geophysical logs, packer test results, and specific
capacity results indicate moderate to good production capacity of
the upper Floridan aquifer from 1,015 to 1,225 feet bpl.

- A productive horizon in the upper Floridan aquifer from 1,015 to

1,225 feet bpl yielded a transmissivity value of 60,620 gpd/foot,
and a dimensionless storage coefficient of 9.8 x 10-5 based on a

leaky aquifer model.
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- Composite water quality sampling of EXW-1 indicate that
chloride and TDS exceed potable drinking water standards with

chloride and TDS concentrations of 1,812 and 4,064 mg/L,
respectively.

- The fluid-type logs (e.g., flow, temperature) indicate good
production from flow zones between 1,050 and 1,170 feet bpl

and 1,190 to 1,210 feet bpl. Below 1,210 feet bpl, the productive
capacity is limited, as indicated by the fluid-type logs, suggesting

lower permeable semiconfining units near the base of the
proposed storage horizon.
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(swtin a rcerani 24.m-i- K ' n V4'Cwa Cis.. Sa a de, c1 ePC'o-rty. 1 itcC roe: NSF~
d..ffr. wtil to delem,.e djrrg orbs~ ,cn we laki IBstng The pesp.of c-r yC :rr-r-'s lo -
cecshn ri n ar.; foong 0i an *xpcfee y *at to M~al- sre spoi euII},ria rr.'Iorio a ,j
prepesQy acJIor stcraje and rec.,eq- IA.SR) well rw1Ar. Sx re So~J? F.anya %Vre Varae~-:

Cwrct ASR plot Study The FCpocom- fuluzrvi f Le of emvcrao'^1y . Ex.V-1 1 80 a- :'R wasii..;t:o'
of l.Ira E~kV-1 Is not Aq thed ss%.ot~ p*ari Ex ~;SV0 eYhA PUF-V .l :".%Q:a
as a r':frNIc ae*un- r J r!7rr~ lesir. iAPT

IN ACCCOkkVCE '.t-H Apeictlua~ cxtl a Class ': ea~dr - "AwI. EX'h". rts-,d Mar4:- 3:
02 Rac~nt la' .. 'crraA( (RFI) C2.M An 29 19900 raisCea to RFI rc:et-ed Wayj t1 "3D

Cated June 'C. '949. rs~crse to RFI rtl*-o*i J.n 3C. 191'? q ba'o cl Ie Nctre or 0'a Part r
?:'. Pam eaeI Pas: on Aug-s: 2, 1433 cons~ceralsv: of 6;-:94i C ;'.' cCrRen: rece~ed as a 3 j

ge;' P~r.t cc NCVarnao 6,'5'

LCFT_ AT Tr.o Eas:o-:^.a"Q_ cr °f:c Hllstcrc *Z4: ri^ Vw- ..CA :A F~i ea:' c

TOS.:E.V6 Lctw Eas: Ccas.

$'&EC- TO Cairer;, Cci:.:_ . 1.2= a-1 5:^_:j5: GC:c-I
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Frank Fm:.PERMIT tJUMaER l533'2 X:lG
Ex:..t:. DreC~x OATECF ISSUE DEC 08e 199
SOU.:^ rfrhos Vat.gr Managann Dtsurcl EX.PIRATION CATE. DEC 0i 2004

f>ROJECT Clas V E~ioaU~y Veel EX/i-i

GthNERAL CONC4TIONS:

1 ''r term;i ccrc.oons !B.Llaments. Ira-ation any resUnctE.,s set fcft n thris perr't. are -pw-n
c~i- 1Icr5 Jc are Gandrg &-d erkwoeaOt r~a r-b1o S~tcltns403. W.1 4,1) 727. FS

2 Tn4 p.crri. a vaiy Cfl~/ ?cc me specec prccses rd- ope'aNons xtre' kr a'e: rcdiaed .in t"
apcm.%J crawrgs cc exhbts A.r, unaulthcnted devotion fomr-b ApT7i.Bd CrwngsO *x'tS,

spch ti.tCrs. or ooridno^'s of C.s rperrr, rT-ay c.1ea- gr~u'sl 13, reo':con and ent em- e
a.0, 0, °e ear~mo-

3 As prc otdad in su rcta-r4 .C3 C8717; FS :-ea s.Jce c t' Cr; ermt Cces -cf oxYrey a r vested
rigY4 Or any exzusive pnie;e; Nerm~e" does 0 '1 .Ucrrte bn rijury t,, pdjss Cc pnvh) p(ro" or

a-r nv9o of ps'boriw rre'4. nor any nfringanmem cJ tedcrak s ale. or laoa anss m gutamons Ths
pan-u Is r.ot a -Noer o!, or amovar of, an-y cfier Cevlmnert perrrt tt~al -ayb t equred hc other
as~ecI5 of the 7.!I proqe-ot w9Ch are rot~ ad*~bi*d in this parmnt

4 Tt's par-mt cono'eys no tie to lad 0water. doe not c fltJtut. Stale recognfkc,, ce gcw C*dgfiet
Ct toe, arc dceb rct consoItute authorty for tMa t.IA cr 5.. Tner;Cd a"js unless hearonr x. ded any the
nac.itssary tiJecCc lea c.dcd rture .s fIa'.e Leer ot'rined forn fPe State On?, thre Tr.-lfuiyu of the
Inten-.t Irrprc',emeri: T",t For myj expr~ib Sw~ o.pfot as sD twt

3 T,,s permi does niot re~eve tI'e pwr-titee leom iiabity lor tharmn or oory) hu n:- reat, or *ertae.,
ori-w. cc Cant t cr pr~uopert'y cajW e the mc o-trin or operat)on o' this pein*rVr boJre Cr

foam per-altei teerelo'e. wde A ,1 :ie fwmdrC, to cO..1c ~oalat in :cnir:oeon cF~cnda
Statu~tes arid Departmeni: r~es L..icss spc flty 7jcrzed ty an order fro. tile 0etalnen?

p ThiB parr-n1C~ 5'~at reOPe'ty cOpale arc minftain th to Wy any bsen o Ict alinwn
(arid reIt-1 apulerarnetJ OW are ,ns~rlld a,. wed by tile pernnme rto a:iC-.e cc-rirce wt',
rra cOCrfi:Cns at ris pwmr. are rettLred 7y Oeualrent njo Ti, prs rcudes :-.e cipwaern c,
t,.kJD of a'.'"sr, ".ti,:es of brnlar syr~' w'cvv~n nceoay to acmnavo ccmpla'ix wot're-
cecrn of mre xcrnt ar.t M m requi-ec ty Depar-;n rur.b

ThVe peorm:Ie vi accpna tis permut. specricaly 8a'-"Y : C. S~w &X rxze Dv ti arnn
v>v ;vesn't~ c0t ofoedenhials or o7*" decumeflt5 as raj~' to re~Jred :y av anid a: reascrratko

:taazcess to me prcn-usses w.fre thre permutted au~vt'y 4b I0c~.ifd or oduV~d It

A Have axesis oand cc~ry any reccrds thrat ri-Lbt be kett V.JteI C~~icob C/ t pe~rr-.
0Irsp^~:! fiscity. eV~pr-rt. pryrcot C( oararDO reau'ae: cc recured .rder tUlus Cernt
Sampe. Cr rranLce q- zua:e; 1' parJ-r-5 r, a' y b:!} ne""rby rn;'r.:. tn x&161:

c*:npfanx wrr tnfs ;=r-' cr 0";.y+r.it 'tis Rcasoratle trrue miay Jcoc'd O- the f xxe :

d 11 1-f aryj Mfbon pf :. dC.?i rot orirrY v. : wI De ur IC ::-~ w- ar-i ,: rt cr

a y tux:rro 610 CA d ca~ia of rrno-+,y:e ai-
O 7re perca ci -J-crrCl a-ce. i-ctcb.3 dbd e :-c- o' it Ict ccrozCed. r ~ pa:o t O'*

*-rcrca-%i.--.-e rs @axi/.ftO wo C0't:n. ar3 5:45 Cr, " to.c ey:e et-rae a:=
:lv':feCieeo t o-ofrn yp rra" orrp-,r c ~fa, 'aaes Muz". ma, reetat and-=! b t:..cC: tL r-'r:crv-: a::cn t,' tin Coaa-e^! f-r

.41131345 cc'o e:por C)f fth, p, mr

Pa.ya 2 J! l
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Fran'A F rcrh PERMI' NUMBE~R 1538'2.CC *UC
E.e~rv rip-., DATE OF' ISSUEDEC 0 " 99

Sc-t- =bixra V.aterJ PJq~rr Drsltx EXPIRAT.ON GATE (SEC Cl 2 A4-DRODJECT Gassy ,pore.- vui.V.\1

g r xpnr ;'f,b am e fl'1 UO res ucl saYS a- agrees Lt'at at rexeN,. r0fl rmrtA,, ~
Aril 0: er Inf:r-labYi re JL- ; to the CCs'8?"~c1Cn cf ef~SA N ernbnc hi e',ed scant a Mdi1 are

t IM o e Cepatr-"I ns m bet used b'j Ire Deat7ent as evicence in ary .'rlorC ant Case
rv~c~r 1.4 ca'mud~ s>c wer. urcer tr Fbcas Statutes ce DOe1fl1A rues, exep wteme

use reee ty Secr 40L3 111 and 4C3 73. FS SK~h e~abeice snal cnl be r.sed to the
extent r ' corn ?e"L wtn ?'he F:.^rirda Rugse of Cut PrcceC&~re and app r~8? a,,j nary raes

10 The permrx.e t~rees to ccrr-ty , ih O1iages r Cr9e?! r-Jes 8-, Forids Stes a':Ca a
reas.Jso lir* to' cCmpiain:Q prC"c. ricmer te ;UI(r'1? C.2s rel %at.@ a~s otter t;ilts

,rno y F!crda St:_..es or CeWment rut.

11 Ts per~t n taeati crity .,o Dept r-en! aCr~ in ac,: (1weQ % .n Rule 62-4 12C aro 62.
528 357 FA"C as acicaoe The_ ;wmlip sea be Iat~e Sflp at -cc4rpla-r C' r +e" t
arw r' urw, r- :'antfr is Ap~r.e b. iia Depantire'-1

12 trs permit cr scpy Iwerof yyl t kept a! tw work ste of the Pe's! c aclty

.3 ,a, DC rr~rlief shy cC~pty w~ thne bItorr.

a t.4.-I reques: thne ;e~flrine s.haIl V.-h dl rw~'is and cta s re~.jred rer Cepor.-.,: rtecs
Q er enfcn:oe"e! woiornt6? tta reln nCfC pec 01 a r-.:cre %.iI be ibg!fljd at~r1,1

unleoss :",C Depa-1men: deremres that the recordsi are no Wowi~ tecCLed
t The pemr.e aa tnok br Iue fxii?, co oher iocaicn desg~'dted t? se permfl 'OQ d xhCSfa

r-fChrer rtr~raD~1' (f'udr., at c~a"cr Ad mnariwarJ~ce recoD fls~ ana ongrS- s~rnp c'ai

*e:orc'rngs 'r cOtnrucij try&ig rirtjfrert o71 rei,,,red cy t'r e r-,: copoi4 C" a!; ra=c(--
fais,&'* r ' this fCr-.: ar.d records of at ZA4 a +s,.mcpCrC e MC a.p:aty r- }r ns :err,

These n3:ecu 6""N, to 'r.tan'd Y. baat direct yw f , . . 9ee , Ibe 'r66* ICN
fopc,1. c( x ca,_ uness ctherwse spec(* Dr pOr:,n::LL-

- ReccrOS c rcnrourr nyrrytby. shnat Ix2lj~e
" the date. Cx~ct Lace. and ti.-Cd a m-pi' 0 o mfes"rrets
" thne perv-r r~satyie' V pwren thne sar- l Cr rnesur~' !r9.
" ina Caw.. aOayst were pediyrred.

" thne prsCr rtlpCnb.ep bi parc'mng the nayse
* tin ar-si,:ca teti- gn~es or methods us

" Lre rev. t6 Or 5uc. 1r't)14'Yi
,d Trio pafmt.Q shnat firns' in tie Cemrmr* wrml te n^C rCe sted in Mn, a5 c-cln

wc e Doartrrn: rt.qJxrt). 1C (cwnn~fe NtC.,4 c96"e etw* fx rrx:,f% g ra.d" '"; an:
frsfit"~?0 I " t'ria:ng tINS er"t. cr to deIrnne c3?'IF4.O'C Ar S pe-wit.
ti"ne pe~nm'ree hecOa'ee RAWf.) ,a 'QC~t s3cs mrCrr1 ;. 6.mad c" w6*'O in-:r'Qc: .- LIr

'~'i~ ~ n' r a^. rox:r, tc -e Oeoa".rar, s.c "a :.. 'c.no sinail °:- c:-c.

14 Al a:D:ocrs ;o-S ar -t7'aor- fp7,, C t te D;3-e-! F'. I a. :e j L" t :'.

15 Repcrs D' ~ ''~ C tce an~. (4:c-" (. .: ~ Z(~n
arty cnIpa:'ca t'e.ac :'i Te--'! s'', t _ ,::_ C'.~ie - v 'a Cais }: ?... a

Q.Fa. dace

1,5Pr ;ea-, ~'R?.^:. ^ ~2IcC C: .. 'tes 5 vrin:
2
' 2? .'C Safe C--- r";'.: A: arc it;c2s fc'

R; ;C 3i C,
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Frrk P,h PERMIT N'..1JI&R0 7 0

Exc:iIje Oreclar DiATE OF ISSUE ULL O ,

Scul!T ViceCa'oawgem et Ds~: EXPIRATION DATE DEC 0 7 2004
PROJECT C~as V EiStP,*Xr vJ EXAI

17 r, shall not be a d34k'te IVr a penmittoo inI an! dI'fC(erri a :Cn' zrat It would t'at bI te eas&aiy to
hiat Ci' fOJXO tlhe permIzd acry in orcer 1C mailsn Co-0*'Ce wth~ the Ccr1tcf6 of this pwrk

!8 The per-itbxe M2 all at et r.acnabuOio ep to mrgmee Ci' cofr@4 by admirse impact orirte
emnronment resut~3 "rm nce omnplame w'tI thist cil

19 T~s pe~rre! tray be r'cifit*. r.Ckad and1 -oissed, Ci' t -'iralpd for Cau.5e. as ~(Yosed ii 40 CFR
seecra 14.35(a) 144 *i0[a). and 144 41 :ISIA) -*I fig Mta red acct by Pe per-itIOO tot a perme

r,,:-ca~cn. reci'IceI4 or re~s,:Arce. Ct tann, o-i' a S fctAcW,01 of pI~dQC cnato cir
ar.pa..d r conpta,* ,1 Cs nct stay any pert tird:Ce

243 Wel pen-.filee s-ts re'din 81 r0;C'1 of all r ucrt3-ur ~n CMn Co a'flrg Ine na:Jre and
cc'-pitce Ul ejo_1ed flux. u-nI lyre years a^.-i uxn~pabcn of a-1 bupng a bandonment
p'ccejures %mc~ed wie, rul~e 62-523435. FAC The pe"-r ,ee snat der-er the rCCerds to the
Depar,"nen! fftCs that iasuod the pei'nWP at d-ec CrdC)A0o or Ite rQlantnc per~r .rless~ne etlfee

ektas to ownauue re tfn of m~e records

21 Al repcffl and Other UAtennals1 re.gjred 1o corIr wfh ?f.s permiu shat to s~reC by aPea
au~tjcnZCd Lridef r.ides 62.526 34C(1) ci' Il. FAZ A;! reports5 h31 coves-, the C vf-i-AOen ragw.red r.
ri-e 62-528 349;4:. FA.C

22 The Fei'rlxq tat nalty tra N~aartrrert as son 3Spt 1*o any parnej prr scaal ate^Oot c'
a4iutons Ia We :ermn ed tb~ulty. In adc,Io-n. pnr a~crova; is reg., 'b- ac-otu-1 c- nfled n ulMe

62 528,41Q1tlII

23 Tre per'tnee thaI g-*e-:uvanca nccc .o te CtprY+.rl of a.-y 9F4rued cha, cs r theC pennied

faulty or npcoo actr'7t %"c,, may result n e ceI~vran:e wl," per-r.r!. a .r

24 T:-* 00--o-e SJ-all -epcr, city mbrc~nptcCa w'n Inaj eldangr- t'.?a' Cr tlha uvoiC'.Tf~t
in~fudui

a A.-q mJrutongl Ci' 01na Wcemarn wucn i%.1cw* 7.9 aqr ca-:amrart r-*y cw<i. 4,
eruiangerrert to an under;round buocf: C.' CrrM."-; w:P 9"

t" A-rl nano ,donee win a pars.I Ccu,:c-, o" mnafuntcnC C 1' flpCCrce system eIIC', r'dy cdu"~i

fled rrigrabon in-ao teme- u~dctg ut' saurces o.' drnkrg ma'e

Arri .nOa t)aonshlat be pr.JIded or~f i'wt i 24 lrtr 4r:,, mce Ite t-i vras aware cf

Ine or w-etonOc~s A .nflon a umssior shat also be pvc,ded M :m-n 5 dajs ot lne :rre tie perm'floa

W-esu'a aware 0 the circumstances Trio Nr:tan siSr $.uyt CJ,:lsh a d a. fScn C! the
rcro-npua'i and Is roue" * Dann .o a rcrac~rrpien;,. : lu~ng ec:c dax and3 and If the

rcrropiano* r4$ ": fLeon ccu-ecled :', d,'t.ald b-eo r. IS etY='e3dr C c :'*,s a1, trto sVe1
takan or F4a"ne btoredjoe e4.r'. a", preocOt reCGc4. '«n o re non1:CmD arce

A-7
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Fra',k Fmc-, 0~PLMMI N~UMBER l1,M2-cct"UC
E~e: v U0'ec~r GATE O= ISSJE 0CO 1599

.cut Fuca VW:erMa^.r*.-f Onrrc EXPIRAT..ON CATE E 0 7 ' ,
PRJECT Ca~sV Eupefasrj 1'Idi EXv'a-1

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

1. General Requirements

i, This pored? is to) ce..stct a Cls V. Or.o'~ 8 e.u~oarcel w*1 EXW.~ 'r4 etcar.b-Ay .el
smvwn wl rcl.ao tfe e~cs:ng rra.w. wclI PBF.ID tfc rrcnra T~s perm.r alcws ori~y if r t.

cc-strjYbv arc -: val tesn-0 ce E.W' aS an ex;lDaoryf we-I r a:to'9et w~e Chtepter 62.
528. FAZC Arrf recdifcs,:r+ C/ this excp~oratre ets NIse a1r} a:top: nect waters mreurt be
a:Ccrpdshed tfircugh :he rogula~ay pexess we rray re.~xe tee app:.abr we 3s asirce of a rew

e' and Cepartme-: aepro.3

b; P-cper oeeao., ri rnter'arce r:ludes e"-cove ,ell-arrce adeqji:e funir, ade?-Qu
:prv'cr bsa9n b.'C G'rrn . ard ad-.two lb*Yalr a1r1 ea w'ows1 Ctchi rebixefg appeopraq*
qualrN a15Lrarce prxduf@1

South Ftonia WzJte' Maiagemer: Ostrc? regaric. 1~e constr.cbo, 1s~r arc op.eratio of t'es we1I

e:) For' pe Trawt s.abcr vx v~al y~fe Cv -edr- 1v t %*i I.y)Va be .ro?..Id at 1110
cearners Cf :'4 dfllrg pa" ae ,dant~d by Ioca:cc numrne arc ;a:Ixcatx. 10 Yo NE. SWV. SE

* ePMhV, slat te sarrpvi rd aratzec pier to "* Cn~set cf or.7 Intis ,, 8fylr spat t*

s.ubmriG. prior u~ the innatri Of daing Tria Ph eV. are so De rc~e ar* in so. S-Ced wee'~y

('8ealv 13 V3VDI tr Ii.'s' Cfld c cc. ge a sr In a5.r>c the P&P'/is scat tc sar^.Cd 49
I~eotr pfe o anp rranr~enare. testin (inludeg r .:tPr,c.M etflgr r, rrt2 y rt,.-,w* to It"N

rytal-m wt'.P raproseyt or. rtreas.i r*ona vo r~c.ienro c sc a to the s,'.:C a~uie? Tee
eerdts of In'e!z 3fn5yse 5"1~ be sutr1ed tc t~e Jelw'r a + wt. . Gadye C( the 1-:ton of tf'e
x,:,.i?, A s~rnary shoat 5'orn Pse FCEP S..jireast Cis-c: is arsch-: It Ixafr: in : tra+' area

Va- Wei herd 'n.5: be pVotcted bt a tratfc tearrg erclosaa, ar cw e te. Trpyes? ,e :k and to
1cac6Ca1t frarx to idontty the *I anai 1s pur :e..

o: Ant :,amb nromoianz corw: .te a ve.~,c"' the Sale Crr'l. +2 .\yc- Ac: a : 0
1x enfcrcenl rtcr. fcf' pern terrrancr. r. . elxits 0:~ roua e.;r r 1 ~tC ' i ' do^ :
of a psanr reneal ap~J,.*on

f, Cnarnges tc ?s conw, c.a p'mb ar.]'cf any charge inra-eae :xe o, F crgar ~~~
'nnG~ we: :'e mat be addre!se.O tf a 'eques f::( a pearl rrod A"!)an v. a:ace:!Ar- w?'I F~

62.52°. F5

2 Co'nstra..:icn ad4 Testing Requements

a Tr. mtS,,ejtl'8: pc~rfs fee nr ar i.,~ ng oOea,- S."S1 to~ sC O.2d arc .'e.'ec-CM

.n N a a r ' 3 . : e' o :-M c V C ^. C a c ! e . . * ~a:~ C.'v ' c !: i ". ; w e a d a e o O e 4 - C r av e ;

Gtr~: at :tCf :alie .:.tC ~:re:c Any !orrraf'on waters diiCtarged to Suria:e or surf.JI
aquifer wafers dur.ng aquiafer pertc~r-,ance test shal require an~ hd1utrat W.IefS*f*? er I,~n
frothe fli Op84nt

c) c T Dc Im ma~"t e rc. .r.wpt. .3 t~u:,i to a:",ZCc:--.-..-:
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Frank Finvi PERMIT NUMBER 1533172-W CIL
Exe:rJlve Oracior DATE 01: ISSUE OEC 81 99
Scurht F.g; caAb.r Vwgaflrtw Dsrt EXPIRATW)N GATE LDtCO O0xPRO>JECT Oas V Eapafnry'AIL V-1

CI Wa~ s. led duin modi'C.Mcn Of testrg of the excao-) -ct sysr- shat be cofltarlod era
p~cpar'y dupC~e:

el Hluricare Prearessei " Upoyn Me issuae 'eof a ~~ie.ac trj C'e NationIal Ww-we
Sd'a thre prr.}Jaons to to f'ade inC.de tbt are not nap ,Iss~iy Irmrad 13 r*'CIC-ing'

" Se:rxe al O-W SJ at and SIX-%pod hddtth@ rna10r'is 17 Wuert surfaCe ardWc 9rcu.Kwa'rr

" Prcpa~ry s'acuQ d6ing equprrant W4~ rili to p(#r.Qnn C.arage to wells) and ce-ide
Irew~-iei-t prcecss equioment

t; Bow-cut prc',ensas sJhJL t~ irwlot on eels prior to pec tra.ccn Cf ;iO Fccdan Aqufr

T: TAC and FEA re.wv& d Dtprlrenf a~v are required prkv to th~e roCwrg slapOs or wt
consr iron. Reques3 for acraa Via3t Der. the tern of sepwale :and *ID- CCCxnerim

" Spud date
" F naI.:srg sea:
" PkX~tng b~ack plot hob (j rif
" Sc~cbo~ cO tde poc't test rntil!NtS bQSCC upc4' teevnq di E~o%,-I

P~.) U pci- comgebo) cf well corns.'ucrci backq-cund water qu~tr s3Tr~rg sly to per'orred Io
Ceftrl'nr water v.aJty charactenaus (c*h&ride. ccnducluiy. Ita diio?.41 *iodi. lempeaJhe and

pH) as wel as vrarr and swoeda7 d-voing wae soi-drds (Ruht 62-M. FjiC and n-mrmumn
criteria para-.(Ar (Rde 62-520. FAC). aa otternwd

i! Tn rgeohira. tpgr, Crpya3n f~f we! c " 'rucnco. L rat a mr-ti.m* r.: .2.

(: 97!6 rch piaLf h.c to a roeima~i~j 200 feat tls. tC tha Case o' s T.ia aque-,
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Hydrogeologic Investigation - Western Hilisboro Basin Appendix B

Table B-1. Deviation Summary of EXW-1 UIC Permit - 15 3 87 2-00 1a

Depth Deviation
Date (feet) (degrees) Construction Activity

11/24/99 55 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

11/27/99 150 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

11/28/99 205 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/15/99 300 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/16/99 392 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/16/99 485 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/16/99 578 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/21/99 670 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

12/22/99 766 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

01/04/00 856 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

01/05/00 949 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

01/05/00 1,044 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

01/05/00 1,137 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

01/06/00 1,200 0 9 7/8-inch pilot hole

a. Instrument used is a SureShot - Model A 7 Degree
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APPENDIX C
GEOPHYSICAL LOGS
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Legend for Geophysical Log Traces

AMP3 amplitude

CPS counts per second

degF degrees Fahrenheit

DT delta time

DTMP delta temperature

FLOWN flowmeter - dynamic

FLOWNS flowmeter - static

FRES fluid resistivity

ft feet

GAPI gamma American Petroleum Institute units

GR gamma ray

in inches

my milliVolts

MV milliVolts

Ohm-m ohm-meters

RILD deep resistivity curve

RILM medium resistivity curve

RLL3 shallow resistivity curve

SP spontaneous potential

TEMP temperature

TT3 travel time

usec microsecond

usec/ft microseconds per foot

XCAL x caliper

YCAL y caliper
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Figure C-1. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 1
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Figure C-2. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 2
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Figure C-4. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 4
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Figure C-5. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 5
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Figure C-6. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 6
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Figure C-7. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 7
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Figure C-8. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 8
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Figure C-9. Individual Log Traces from Geophysical Log Run 9
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APPENDIX D
SITE PLAN MAP
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Figure D-1. Site Plan for Western Hilisboro Basin
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Figure D-2. Inset for the Western Hillsboro Basin Site Plan
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APPENDIX E
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS

E-1
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Western Hillsboro Basin - Site 1 Pilot Study
Exploratory Well EXW-1
Lithologic Description

Depth (feet bpl)

Date From To Description

12/09/99 0 10 No sample

12/09/99 10 15 Light olive gray to white; moderately indurated calcerous sandstone to sandy
limestone; grain size is fine to coarse; 30% shell fragments; calcilutite matrix;
sparry calcite cement; intergranular and moldic porosity

12/09/99 15 20 Yellowish gray unconsolidated shell bed with thin limestone stringers;
intergranular porosity

12/09/99 20 45 Yellowish gray to light gray; moderately indurated sandstone; grain size is fine to
coarse; 50% shell fragments; calcilutite matrix; intergranular and moldic porosity

12/09/99 45 50 Yellowish gray to light gray; unconsolidated shell bed with 35% quartz sand;
sand is in the form of small calcereous sandstone fragments; intergranular
porosity; some recystallization

12/10/99 50 70 Yellowish gray to light gray; moderately indurated sandstone; grain size is very
fine to coarse; 40% shell fragments; calcilutite matrix; sparry calcite cement;
intergranular and moldic porosity; 2% phosphatic sand

12/10/99 70 110 Yellowish gray; well indurated calcereous sandstone; grain size is very fine to
coarse; 30% shell fragments; calcilutite matrix; sparry calcite cement;
intergranular and moldic porosity; 3% phosphatic sand

12/10/99 110 200 Yellowish gray; moderately indurated limestone (biogenic); 65% allochems;
calcilutite matrix; sparry calcite cement 20-40% quartz sand; 2% phosphatic
sand; intergranular and moldic porosity; 2% phosphatic sand

12/10/99 200

12/15/99 210

12/15/99 230

12/15/99 270

12/15/99 280

12/15/99 290

12/15/99 300

12/15/99 330

210 Yellowish gray; poorly indurated silt, clay, and calcilutite matrix; 15-20% fine
grained quartz sand; intergranular porosity; 3% phosphatic sand/silt

230 Same as above

270 Light olive gray; poorly indurated silt clay and calcilutite matrix; 10-15% fine
grained quartz sand; intergranular porosity; 10% phosphatic sand/silt

280 Yellowish gray; moderately indurated limestone calcilutite and clay matrix; 30%
silt; 20-25% quartz sand; intergranular porosity; 10% phosphatic sand/silt

290 Light olive gray poorly indurated silt/clay, clay, and calcilutite matrix; 20-25% fine
grained quartz sand;10% limestone; 10% shell fragments

300 Light olive gray to yellowish gray; moderately indurated calcereous sandstone;
grain size is very fine to medium; calcilutite matrix and minor sparry calcite
cement; 25% silt; 15% shell fragments; 5% phosphatic sand/silt

330 Yellowish gray to light olive gray; moderately indurated limestone (biogenic and
skeletal); 70% allochems; calcilutite matrix and sparry calcite cement; 20-25%
quartz sand; 15% silt; 20% shell fragments; intergranular and moldic porosity

358 Light olive gray; poorly indurated silt (clayey, sandy silt), clay, and calcilutite
matrix; 20-25% fine grained quartz sand; 3% shell fragments; 2% phosphatic
sand/silt
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Appendix E Hydrogeologic Investigation - Western Hillsboro Basin

Western Hillsboro Basin - Site 1 Pilot Study
Exploratory Well EXW-1
Lithologic Description

Depth (feet bpl)

Date From To Description

12/16/99 358 375 Yellowish gray to olive gray; moderately indurated shelly; sandy limestone; 60%
allochems; calcilutite matrix; 20-30% quartz sand; 20% silt; 20% shell
fragments; low intergranular porosity; minor moldic porosity

12/16/99 375 485 Olive gray; nonindurated silt/clay; stiff, sticky, cohesive clay and calcilutite
matrix; 20-25% fine grained quartz sand; trace of phosphate; low permeability

12/16/99 485 495 Yellowish gray; moderately indurated silty limestone 60% allochems; calcilutite
matrix (micrite); clay matrix; 25% silt; 20% very fine-grained sand; 5% shell
fragments; low intergranular porosity; phosphatic

12/16/99 495 505 Yellowish to olive gray; poorly to nonindurated silt/clay, clay, and calcilutite
matrix; 5% fine grained quartz sand; 15% limestone; trace of phosphate

12/16/99 505 550 Yellowish to light gray; poorly indurated biomicrite (wackestone); 40%
allochems; calcilutite matrix (micrite); 5-10% silt; 5% fine-grained sand; 5% shell
fragments; 2-3% phosphatic sand

12/16/99 550 575 Yellowish to light gray; poorly indurated biomicrite (wackestone); 50%
allochems; calcilutite matrix (micrite); 10-15% silt; 20% quartz sand; 40% shell
fragments; 2-3% phosphatic sand

12/16/99 575 610 Yellowish to light gray; poorly indurated biomicrite (wackestone); 40%
allochems; calcilutite matrix (micrite); 5% quartz sand; 10-20% shell fragments;
2-3% phosphatic sand

12/21/99 610 645 Yellowish gray; poorly to moderately indurated wackestone; 40-50% allochems;
calcilutite matrix (micrite); 5% quartz sand; 10-20% shell fragments; 3%
phosphatic sand

12/21/99 645 700 Yellowish to light gray; poorly indurated biomicrite (wackestone); 40%
allochems; calcilutite matrix (micrite); 3% quartz sand; 10-20% shell fragments;
2-3% phosphatic sand

12/21/99 700 730 Yellowish gray; poorly to moderately indurated wackestone; 40-50% allochems;
calcilutite matrix (micrite); 5% quartz sand; 10-20% shell fragments; 3%
phosphatic sand

12/21/99 730 765 Yellowish to light gray; nonindurated to poorly indurated biomicrite
(wackestone); 20% allochems; calcilutite matrix (micrite); 10-20% shell
fragments; stringer of moderately indurated limestone; 3-5% phosphatic sand

12/21/99 765 798 Yellowish to light gray; nonindurated to poorly indurated carbonate mud; 10%
allochems; calcilutite matrix; clay matrix; 10% shell fragments; 1-2% phosphatic
sand with 7% at base

01/04/99 798 864 Same as above

01/05/99 864 869 Light green; nonindurated silty clay; sticky and cohesive

01/05/99 869 915 Yellowish to light gray nonindurated to poorly indurated carbonate mud
(mudstone); 20% allochems; calcilutite matrix (biomicrite); 5% shell fragments;
1% phosphatic sand
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Western Hillsboro Basin - Site 1 Pilot Study
Exploratory Well EXW-1
Lithologic Description

Depth (feet bpl)

Date From To Description

01/05/99 915 946 Yellow to greenish gray; poorly to moderately indurated wackestone; sparry
cement; calcilutite matrix; 50% shell fragments; 35% carbonate mud; 1-2%
phosphatic sand; traces of silty clay clasts

01/05/99 946 985 Yellowish, greenish gray; moderately indurated wackestone; 60% allochems;
calcilutite matrix; greenish clay matrix; 50% shell fragments; 25% carbonate
mud; 10% quartz sand; 5% phosphatic sand

01/05/99 985 1,010 Yellowish tan; moderately indurated packstone; 70% allochems; calcilutite
matrix; sparry calcite cement; 30% shell fragments; 10% quartz; 7% phosphatic
sand

01/05/99 1,010 1,025 Yellowish gray; well indurated packstone; 70% allochems; calcilutite matrix;
sparry calcite cement; 15% shell fragments; 3-5% quartz; 3% phosphatic sand

01/05/99 1,025 1,060 Yellowish gray; moderately indurated wackestone calcilutite matrix; 5-10% shell
fragments interspersed with fine-grained calcitic sandstone

01/05/99 1,060 1,138 Light gray; moderately indurated wackestone, 5% sparry calcite; minor poorly
indurated mudstone, less than 5% shell fragments; less than 2% silt to fine-
grained sand

01/06/99 1,138 1,170 Same as above

01/06/99 1,170 1,205 Light orange to yellowish gray; moderately to well indurated friable packstone;
80% allochems; 5% sparry calcite, less than 5% shell fragments; less than 1%
phosphatic sand

01/06/99 1,205 1,225 No sample (minor lost circulation; used thinned muds as not to induce additional
mud loss by weight of mud column resulting in no drill cutting returns)
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Hydrogeologic Investigation - Western Hilisboro Basin Appendix F

APPENDIX F
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DRINKING WATER

AND MINIMUM CRITERIA PARAMETERS
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EQUIPMENT BLANKS
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FIELD SAMPLE

EXW-1
(1,015 TO 1,225 FEET BPL)
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REPLICATE SAMPLE

EXW-1
(1,015 TO 1,225 FEET BPL)
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APPENDIX G
PACKER TEST DRAWDOWN

AND RECOVERY DATA
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Figure G-1. EXW-1 Packer Test 1 during Drawdown from 1,160 to 1,225 bpl
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Figure G-2. EXW-1 Packer Test 1 during Recovery from 1,160 to 1,225 bpl
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Figure G-3. EXW-1 Packer Test 2 during Drawdown from 1,015 to 1,150 bpl
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Figure G-4. EXW-1 Packer Test 2 during Recovery from 1,015 to 1,150 bpl
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